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EMC LET THEM LOOSE

#EMCJustWrite19    #NationalWritingDay
JUST WRITE!

FREE YOUR CREATIVE SPIRIT AND JUST WRITE

Don’t worry about right and wrong. Don’t worry about marks and grades. Don’t worry what your teacher thinks.

Designed to give you the freedom to let your writing impulse just wait for your imaginative input. Freewriting, the brilliant designs and sparky prompts are just waiting for your imaginative input.
Instructions for EMC Just Write!

- Look at the activities on the slides that follow.
- Choose one and spend up to 30 minutes just writing!
- Your teacher can take pictures of your work and send it to the English and Media Centre Twitter account @EngMediaCentre
- #EMCJustWrite19 #NationalWritingDay #YourSchoolName
Imagine you wake up one morning to find you have turned into an animal. Describe your usual morning from this unusual perspective.
When Gregor Samsa awoke one morning from troubled dreams he found himself transformed in his bed into a monstrous insect.

Metamorphosis, by Franz Kafka
Write a story or the opening of a novel which begins with aliens invading your school.
Opposite Day

Teenagers love and need their mobile phones

Take one of the popular views in the speech bubbles and write persuasively for the complete opposite!

There is nothing to learn from reality television shows, they are just a bit of fun

Dogs make great pets
OPPOSITE DAY

Playing video games is a waste of time

Money can't buy love

Fashion is a good way to express yourself
Paint a picture with words, describing one of the following:

- The landscape of the moon just after you have landed on it
- Sledging, skiing or snowboarding down an enormous mountain
- Anything you want.